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Abstract 

This paper analyses how Japan has been extending and deepening the legal and political framework for 

its cybersecurity policy in recent years. It focuses on the significance of Japan's bilateral cyber diplomacy 

and cooperation with its most important partners, especially the EU. It also introduces core objectives 

and policy positions on international law, capacity-building, cybercrime, confidence building, and recent 

initiatives on data privacy. 

Key points 

> Japan has the ambition to become a leading nation and a model in dealing with cyber threats 

by expanding and deepening over a dozen bi- and multilateral cyber dialogues 

> Japan’s core objective is to guarantee a free, fair, and secure cyberspace and the promotion 

of the rule of law in cyberspace, which it considers it essential to the peace and stability of the 

international community and Japan's national security. 

> Japan is a strong proponent of multi-stakeholderism and a whole-of-government approach, 

and the EU-Japan cyber dialogue as well as training and research cooperation are excellent 

examples for this. From 2019, the EU-Japan SPA offers ample opportunity to deepen and 

widen this cooperation in cyberspace. 

> The promotion of the rule of law, capacity building and confidence-building measures are key 

components of Japan's cyber diplomacy in South-East Asia, and the ASEAN-Japan 

Cybersecurity Capacity Building Centre (AJCCBC), the joint development of a standardized 

incident reporting framework across the region, and the establishment of ASEAN-CERT is 

evidence of Japan's firm commitment.

  

Disclaimer 

The content of this publication does not reflect the official opinion of the European Union. Responsibility 

for the information and views expressed therein lies entirely with the author(s). 
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1 Introduction 

A large number of Japanese governmental bodies, sizeable private companies, and even the Japan Self-

Defense Forces and the National Police Agency (NPA) have been the target of severe and successful 

attacks on their IT infrastructure. The number and severity of these attacks has significantly increased 

since 2011, including against both houses in the country's legislature, the National Diet (November 

2011), websites of the Ministry of Defense (JMOD), the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications 

(MIC), NPA, and Japanese universities and hospitals (September 2012), and the cyber espionage attack 

against the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) (April 2013). Attacks against Japanese 

governmental institutions, industry, and private actors and incidences of cybercrime, including phishing 

attacks, further increased in 2017 and 2018.1 According to an analysis by Japan's National Institute of 

Information and Communications Technology, in 2014, about 40 percent of these attacks originated in 

China and a smaller percentage of advanced persistent threats (APTs) originated in North Korea and 

Russia. 

Japan responded by significantly improving its political and legal 

provisions, tapping a broader range of domestic actors, from 

government ministries, police forces, and prefectural and local 

governments to industrial, private, and civil society stakeholders to 

deal with threats against - and the security of - their respective 

critical information infrastructure (CII). One vital element of Japan’s 

strategy has been a broadening and deepening of its cyber 

diplomacy through bilateral, multilateral, and global bodies; Japan 

sees itself as a role model in cyberspace with its "world's top-level 

telecommunications infrastructure" with "extensive experience and 

knowledge as a pioneer in cybersecurity".2 

This paper provides an overview of the role cyber diplomacy plays in the government's approach, as 

reflected in core cybersecurity-related legislation and strategies. It also assesses some of the most 

urgent challenges in this domain. 

2 Development of Japan’s cyber political and legal 

framework 

What are the core objectives of Japan’s cyber diplomacy? In November 2017, Parliamentary Vice-

Minister for Foreign Affairs Manabu Horii summarised the three core components of Japan’s cyber 

diplomacy as (1) the promotion of the rule of law in cyberspace; (2) the development of confidence-

building measures; and (3) cooperation on capacity-building. Horii emphasised Japan's philosophy that 

"cyberspace needs to be a free, fair, and secure domain in order to continue to produce innovation and 

prosperity for the future", adding that Japan is actively working towards this goal.3 

                                                      
1National Police Agency (NPA), ‘The Situation of Threats in Cyberspace in the First Half of 2018’ (Tokyo, 2018), 

https://www.npa.go.jp/publications/statistics/cybersecurity/data/H30_kami_cyber_jousei_eng.pdf 
2 Information Security Policy Council Japan, ‘International Strategy on Cybersecurity Cooperation: J-Initiative for Cybersecurity’, 

October 2013b, https://www.unodc.org/res/cld/lessons-learned/jpn/international-strategy-on-cybersecurity-

cooperation_html/InternationalStrategyonCybersecurityCooperation_e.pdf, p. 5. 
3 Manabu Horii, ‘Statement by Parliamentary Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs Mr. Manabu Horii at the Global Conference on 

Cyber Space 2017 in New Delhi November 24, 2017’ (Global Conference on Cyber Space 2017, New Delhi, 2017), 

http://www.mofa.go.jp/files/000311138.pdf 

“ 
Japan sees itself as a role model 

in cyberspace with its "world's 

top-level telecommunications 

infrastructure" with "extensive 

experience and knowledge as a 

pioneer in cybersecurity". 

https://www.npa.go.jp/publications/statistics/cybersecurity/data/H30_kami_cyber_jousei_eng.pdf
https://www.unodc.org/res/cld/lessons-learned/jpn/international-strategy-on-cybersecurity-cooperation_html/InternationalStrategyonCybersecurityCooperation_e.pdf
https://www.unodc.org/res/cld/lessons-learned/jpn/international-strategy-on-cybersecurity-cooperation_html/InternationalStrategyonCybersecurityCooperation_e.pdf
http://www.mofa.go.jp/files/000311138.pdf
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Japan's Foreign Minister Taro Kono reiterated in 2018 that Japan is using "cyber diplomacy to realize a 

free, fair, and secure cyberspace", in which "existing international law should be applied". This is why 

Japan wants to strengthen international rules and norms in various fora, including the United Nations.4 

Kono also stressed the importance of improving and deepening confidence-building measures (CBMs) 

and capacity-building through bilateral and multilateral dialogues on cyber with 14 countries - an 

essential element of Japanese cyber diplomacy. These statements by Japanese diplomats highlight 

Japan's emphasis on a combination of value diplomacy and capacity-building, as well as assisting other 

countries to improve their cyberdefence. This is in part achieved through its engagement in global 

bodies, such as the World Summit on the Information Society (WSIS) (in 2003 and 2005), the UN Group 

of Governmental Experts (UNGGE), and in bilateral cyber dialogues. These objectives have gradually 

emerged from the strategic policy documents and legislative acts adopted since 2006. 

2.1 First and Second National Strategy on Information Security 

Japan's interest in cyber diplomacy started as early as 2006 when 

its First National Strategy on Information Security mentioned the 

country's intention to promote international partnerships and 

cooperation. It even suggested a "Japan Model", arguing that "the 

problems that Japan confronts as the world's leading broadband 

country are the ones other countries will face in the future". With 

that in mind, it was widely accepted that "Japan holds the position 

of growing responsibility for solving problems as the world's top 

runner".5 Japan aimed at establishing an international 

infrastructure to protect "critical infrastructures, in addition to the 

promotion of cooperation within a multinational framework, such 

as [the] OECD and G8".6 The Second National Strategy on 

Information Security (2009) again stressed "international 

partnerships and cooperation", particularly with the United States 

and Europe, and the possibility of Japanese leadership in 

information security standards in Asia.7 This was supposed to be achieved through information-sharing 

and "effective and efficient international cooperative activities to review the global trend of threats".8 

On the global level, it aimed at establishing public- and private-sector collaboration and the "promotion 

of international cooperative activities in an efficient and effective manner".9 

2.2 Japan Cybersecurity Strategy 

In 2013, Japan issued its first "Cybersecurity Strategy" with the bold objective of becoming a "world-

leading" cyberspace power. It included a whole section on "diplomacy" with the aim of strengthening 

"partnerships with other nations and regions which share the same basic values including democracy, 

respect for basic human rights, and the rule of law" in order to jointly promote "a balanced approach 

                                                      
4 Taro Kono, ‘Speech by H.E. Taro Kono, Minister for Foreign Affairs of Japan At the Closing Session on the First Day of the 

18th..’, 15 December 2018, https://www.mofa.go.jp/me_a/me2/page4e_000959.html 
5 Information Security Policy Council Japan, ‘The First National Strategy on Information Security’ (Tokyo, 2 February 2006), 

https://www.nisc.go.jp/eng/pdf/national_strategy_001_eng.pdf, p.32. 
6 Op. Cit. Information Security Policy Council Japan. 2006., p. 32. 
7 National Information Security Policy Council, ‘The Second National Strategy on Information Security’ (Tokyo, 3 February 2009), 

https://www.nisc.go.jp/eng/pdf/national_strategy_002_eng.pdf., p. 71. 
8 Op. Cit. National Information Security Policy Council 2009, p. 71. 
9 Op. Cit. National Information Security Policy Council 2009, p. 71. 

“ 
Japan aimed at establishing an 

international infrastructure to 

protect "critical 

infrastructures, in addition to 

the promotion of cooperation 

within a multinational 

framework, such as [the] OECD 

and G8”. 

https://www.mofa.go.jp/me_a/me2/page4e_000959.html
https://www.nisc.go.jp/eng/pdf/national_strategy_001_eng.pdf
https://www.nisc.go.jp/eng/pdf/national_strategy_002_eng.pdf
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to constructing a safe and reliable cyberspace".10 Japan also makes the normative argument when it 

comes to the choice of countries and regions with which it wants to build such partnerships. The 

Cybersecurity Strategy makes clear that the cooperation is with "countries with whom Japan has carried 

out bilateral discussions and dialogues so far". It explicitly mentions Japan's willingness to "actively 

participate in multi-country discussions and meetings including regional frameworks such as the ARF"11 

to "build relationships with newly emerging nations as well as developing countries in ASEAN".12 

2.3 International Strategy on Cybersecurity Cooperation: J-initiative for 

Cybersecurity 

Shortly after issuing the Cybersecurity Strategy in June 2013, Japan's Information Security Policy Council 

issued a more detailed outline of the country's international cooperation on cybersecurity in October 

2013, the International Strategy on Cybersecurity Cooperation: J-Initiative for Cybersecurity.13 In it, Japan 

sees itself as a role model in cyberspace with its "world's top-level telecommunications infrastructure" 

with "extensive experience and knowledge as a pioneer in cybersecurity". Therefore, Japan wants to 

contribute to the global community by addressing these cyber threats "more efficiently and 

effectively".14 

On the global level, the priorities were on international rule-making to "ensure stable use of 

cyberspace",15 such as through the UNGGE. Japan's regional focus is Southeast Asia, where its capacity-

building initiatives are promoted through the ASEAN-Japan Information Security Policy Meeting, the 

ASEAN-Japan Ministerial Policy Meeting on Cybersecurity Cooperation, JASPER (Japan-ASEAN Security 

Partnership) Project, and by cooperating with Asian CSIRTs under the TSUBAME Project. Moreover, the 

"ASEAN-Japan Ministerial Meeting" (AMMTC+Japan) and the "Senior Officials Meeting on Transnational 

Crime" (SOMTC+Japan) play a central role in the dialogue among 

senior government officials from ASEAN countries and Japan.16 

In order to increase cybersecurity for Japan itself, since 2013, the 

US and Europe are considered Japan's essential partners. While the 

US has been Japan's foremost guarantor of security since 1952, a 

role that has been enshrined in the US-Japan Security Alliance, this 

protection was extended into the relatively new field of 

cybersecurity through the "Japan-U.S. Cyber Dialogue" and the 

Japan-U.S. Policy Cooperation Dialogue on the Internet Economy.17 

As for Japan's relations with the EU and some of its Member States, 

both the Japan-EU Internet Security Forum and the Convention on Cybercrime initiated by the Council 

of Europe, as well as the bilateral Japan-UK Cyber Dialogue, are considered of central importance.18 

2.4 Basic Act on Cybersecurity  

While the 2013 Cybersecurity Strategy consisted of guidelines and objectives for better responding to 

growing cyber threats, the 2014 Basic Act on Cybersecurity is the first legislative response that regulates 

                                                      
10 Information Security Policy Council Japan, ‘Cybersecurity Strategy: Toward a World-Leading, Resilient and Vigorous 

Cyberspace’, June 2013a, https://www.nisc.go.jp/active/kihon/pdf/cybersecuritystrategy-en.pdf, p. 50. 
11 Op. Cit. Information Security Policy Council Japan. 2013a, p. 49. 
12 Op. Cit. Information Security Policy Council Japan. 2013a, p. 52. 
13 Op. Cit. Information Security Policy Council Japan, October 2013b. 
14 Op. Cit. Information Security Policy Council Japan. 2013b, p. 5. 
15 Op. Cit. Information Security Policy Council Japan. 2013b, p. 11. 
16 Op. Cit. Information Security Policy Council Japan. 2013b, p. 11-12. 
17 Op. Cit. Information Security Policy Council Japan. 2013b, p. 12. 
18 Op. Cit. Information Security Policy Council Japan. 2013b, p. 12. 

“ 
In order to increase 

cybersecurity for Japan itself, 

since 2013, the US and Europe 

are considered Japan's 

essential partners. 

https://www.nisc.go.jp/active/kihon/pdf/cybersecuritystrategy-en.pdf
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the responsibility of established and new governmental bodies in the field of cybersecurity. Among 

other things, it requires Japan to enact a legally binding Cybersecurity Strategy under the guidance of 

the new Cybersecurity Strategic Headquarters in order to comprehensively and effectively promote the 

country's cybersecurity policy. At its core, the Basic Act on Cybersecurity requires the "coordination of 

multiple stakeholders, to enhance the coordination among relevant ministries", the national 

government, local governments, CII operators, and cyberspace-related business entities. It calls for them 

to work on cybersecurity policies in mutual coordination and to seek out  closer international 

cooperation and "active participation in international norm-setting; confidence building and the 

promotion of information sharing with foreign countries".19 

2.5 Cybersecurity Strategy  

Years after the Basic Act had established the legal framework, the Japanese cabinet approved a revised 

Cybersecurity Strategy in November 2015, which gave it quasi-legal legitimacy and reflected the 

growing number of cyberattacks on Japan - and globally - and highlighted concerns about a further 

increase before and during the 2020 Olympic Games in Tokyo. 

While the 2013 strategy focused predominantly on cooperation in 

cyberdefence and cyber capacity-building, the 2015 strategy is 

strongly influenced by the Abe administration's security strategy 

of "proactive" - rather than reactive - peace, and Japan's goal of 

becoming an active player in cyberspace and "cyber-physical 

space".20 

While many of the core objectives laid out in the 2015 

Cybersecurity Strategy are related to the security of Japan's 

national IT network and "building a safe and secure society for the 

people", its main overall international objective is to "ensure peace 

and stability of the international and national security".21 While one 

of Japan's focuses is on cooperation with global bodies - such as 

the UNGGE, OECD, and APEC - and global conferences on 

cyberspace in order to establish itself as a leading player in shaping international rules and norms in 

cyberspace and to fight cybercrime, Japan is also closely and actively participating in organisations and 

regimes which strengthen international law enforcement, such as the Convention on Cybercrime.22 

Cooperation with the EU, and separately with some of its Member States, is of particular significance to 

Japan. It intends to further strengthen this through diplomatic channels like EU-Japan summits and 

direct contact between foreign and defence ministries, but also through joint cyber training exercises 

and joint projects in the field of advanced technologies and multidisciplinary research.23 

2.6 Cybersecurity Strategy 

In July 2018, Japan issued an updated Cybersecurity Strategy, reflecting recent developments in areas 

such as the Internet of Things (IoT), artificial intelligence (AI), Fintech, robotics, 3-D printers, and AR/VR. 

The update also encompassed Japan's ambition to develop and promote the so-called "Society 5.0". It 

listed three core approaches towards achieving its core objectives (Section 4), namely (1) enabling socio-

                                                      
19 Government of Japan, ‘The Basic Act on Cybersecurity (Tentative Translation)’, November 2014, p. 8. 
20 Government of Japan, ‘Cybersecurity Strategy’, September 2015, http://www.nisc.go.jp/eng/pdf/cs-strategy-en-pamphlet.pdf. 
21 Ibid. p, 38. 

 
22 Ibid., p. 42. 
23 Ibid., pp. 46–49 

“ 
The 2015 strategy is strongly 

influenced by the Abe 

administration's security 

strategy of "proactive" - rather 

than reactive - peace, and 

Japan's goal of becoming an 

active player in cyberspace and 

"cyber-physical space". 

http://www.nisc.go.jp/eng/pdf/cs-strategy-en-pamphlet.pdf
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economic vitality and sustainable development; (2) building a safe and secure society for people; and 

(3) contributing to the peace and stability of the international community.24 As in earlier strategies, 

Japan's core objective is to guarantee a "free, fair, and secure cyberspace", which it considers essential 

to the "peace and stability of the international community and to Japan's national security". The country 

intends to achieve its goal by promoting the "rule of law", but also through increased defence, 

deterrence, situational awareness against cyberattacks, and international cooperation and 

collaboration".25 Internet governance is a core target of Japan's cyber diplomacy, and it aims to achieve 

this by communicating its position in international fora and by cooperating with partners or like-minded 

countries or private entities. This is to "thwart any efforts that aim to inhibit the development of 

cyberspace such as through the change of international rules".26 

Japan's defence policy has long been considered somewhat passive and reactive. However, under Prime 

Minister Shinzo Abe, this has gradually changed to a much more proactive approach, often referred to 

as "proactive peace". This new principle is also applied in cyber diplomacy, where it faces strong 

resistance from China, Russia, and Iraq. Japan's 2018 Cybersecurity Strategy clearly states that Japan is 

going to "proactively contribute to discussions on the individual and specific applications of existing 

international law"27 by strengthening its capabilities for defence, deterrence, and situational awareness28 

in close cooperation with its security partners around the world. 

3 Main diplomatic instruments 

By 2019, Japan had set up more than ten bilateral cybersecurity dialogues or consultations (see Table 1 

and Figure 1). 

Table 1: Japan’s Cyber Diplomacy (Areas of Cooperation) 

Initial 

Year 

Partner 

Country 

Cyber 

Dialogue 

Capacity 

Building 

Internet 

Governance 

Cooperation 

Technical and 

Training 

Cooperation 

Confidence 

building 

Whole of 

government 

approach 

2013 USA O  O O  O 

2014 EU O O O O  O 

2018 NATO  O  O   

2018 Estonia O O O    

2012 UK O O O O  O 

2014 France O  O    

2015 Australia O O O  O O 

2012 India O O   O O 

2009 ASEAN O O  O O  

2014 Israel O  O O  O 

 

                                                      
24 Op.Cit. National Center of Incident Readiness and Strategy for Cybersecurity (NISC). 2018, p. 42. 
25 Ibid., p. 39. 
26 Ibid., p. 40. 
27 Ibid. p. 40. 
28 Ibid., p. 41. 
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Figure 1: Japan’s Cyber Diplomacy 

3.1 Japan-EU 

The EU and Japan have both declared in their respective strategic doctrines and cybersecurity-related 

agreements that they see a strong need not only to intensify their cooperation around cybersecurity, 

but also to ensure that cyberspace remains a platform for spreading and strengthening liberal norms 

and values, rule of law, civil and political freedoms, and the stability of the liberal world order. In that 

sense, the EU-Japan cooperation fits well within a broader cooperation architecture. 

3.1.1 Political Dialogue 

The EU and Japan have begun to intensify their cooperation after agreeing to the Action Plan for EU-

Japan Cooperation (2001), which includes yearly summit meetings between EU leaders and the Japanese 

prime minister. They have also set up several regular dialogues which are more specifically relevant for 

technological and cyberspace-related cooperation. What Thomas Renard calls the rise of cyber 

diplomacy includes the EU-Japan Cyber Dialogue and the annual 

EU-Japan Dialogue on ICT Policy. He argues that Japan's signing of 

the Budapest Convention is a sign of the "maturity of the 

partnership and the normative proximity between the two 

partners" and that the "EU and Japan are largely aligned on issues 

“ 
Overall, cyber diplomacy is a 

predominantly a normative 

project for Japan and the EU. 
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related to Internet governance".29 Overall, cyber diplomacy is a predominantly a normative project for 

Japan and the EU.  

The EU and Japan share core objectives of their cyber diplomacy and goals of international cooperation. 

The core objectives of the EU-Japan Cyber Dialogue that commenced in October 2014, as stated at the 

first meeting, are to "share experiences, exchange views and discuss possible cooperation on issues 

such as general overview of measures, governmental structure and strategy, norms, rules and principles 

regarding cyberspace, measures against cybercrime and capacity-building".30 At the third meeting in 

March 2018, participants confirmed that theirs is a partnership "in favour of an open, free, fair, stable 

and secure cyberspace that fosters social and economic growth and in which human rights and 

fundamental freedoms", such as the "freedom of expression", are respected.31 Japan and the EU want 

the Internet to be trusted as a means of communication and commerce, which is why they demand 

"responsible behaviour in cyberspace". They would also like to see all players "respect existing 

international law and the voluntary, non-binding norms of responsible State behaviour during 

peacetime".32 Both want to achieve these objectives through cyber confidence-building measures, 

international cooperation, and a "multi-stakeholder approach to Internet governance".33 

After a meeting34 in March 2017, both sides stressed the economic 

value of digital data. With this in mind, they wanted to enhance 

their cooperation on the data economy, especially the (1) free flow 

of data, (2) improvement and support of SMEs, (3) mutual learning 

and sharing of best practices, as in the Japan-EU Business Round 

Table, and meetings of relevant ministries and government 

organisations, and to (4) improve tools for measuring the impact 

of the data economy by working with other international 

institutions such as the OECD or the European Digital Economy 

and Society Index (DESI).35 

Japan and the EU (as well as the US, Canada, and Australia) strongly 

advocate a multi-stakeholder approach in discussions of cyber and 

IT issues on various levels, involving both state and non-state 

                                                      
29 Thomas Renard, ‘The Rise of Cyber-Diplomacy: The EU, Its Strategic Partners and Cyber-Security’, ed. European Strategic 

Partnerships Observatory (ESPO), ESP Working Papers, no. 7 (1 June 2014): 1–32. 
30 Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan, ‘First Meeting of Japan-EU Cyber Dialogue’, Press Release (Tokyo: Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs of Japan, 3 October 2014), /press/release/press4e_000447.html. 
31 European External Action Service (EEAS), ‘3rd EU – Japan Cyber Dialogue - Joint Elements’, Press Release (Brussels: European 

External Action Service (EEAS), 14 March 2018), https://eeas.europa.eu/headquarters/headquarters-

homepage_en/41330/3rd%20EU%20%E2%80%93%20Japan%20Cyber%20Dialogue%20-%20Joint%20Elements. 
32 Ibid., p. 1. 
33 Ibid., p. 2. 
34 Attended by the Vice President of the European Commission Andrus Ansip and high-ranking Japanese government officials 

from the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI), the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications (MIC), and 

the Japanese Commissioner of the Personal Information Protection Commission.  
35 European Commission and Government of Japan, ‘Press Statement by Andrus Ansip, Vice President of the European 

Commission, Věra Jourová, Commissioner for Justice, Consumers and Gender Equality, Hiroshige Seko, Minister of Economy, 

Trade and Industry (METI), Japan, Naoki Ota, Special Advisor to the Minister, Ministry of Internal Affairs and 

Communications (MIC), Japan and Haruhi Kumazawa, Commissioner of the Personal Information Protection Commission, 

Japan’, March 2017, 1–2. 

“ 
Japan and the EU strongly 

advocate a multi-stakeholder 

approach in discussions of 

cyber and IT issues on various 

levels, involving both state and 

non-state actors, which makes 

them ideal partners in cyber 

diplomacy. 

https://doi.org/press/release/press4e_000447.html
https://eeas.europa.eu/headquarters/headquarters-homepage_en/41330/3rd%20EU%20%E2%80%93%20Japan%20Cyber%20Dialogue%20-%20Joint%20Elements
https://eeas.europa.eu/headquarters/headquarters-homepage_en/41330/3rd%20EU%20%E2%80%93%20Japan%20Cyber%20Dialogue%20-%20Joint%20Elements
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actors, which makes them ideal partners in cyber diplomacy. On the other hand, countries like Russia 

and China, and to some degree India, contest this approach.36 

3.1.2 Practical and technical cooperation 

The EU and Japan have established several channels and fora to exchange ideas and learn from each 

other in the area of privacy, innovation, and to promote cybersecurity in both regions. 

One such exchange forum is the EU-Japan ICT Dialogue, which has met annually since the early 1990s. 

It brings together government officials from those ministries in charge of the technical and logistical 

aspects of information and communication technologies (ICT) in Japan and the EU.37 They discuss ICT 

and related trade, Internet governance, security, regulatory frameworks, as well as the research of these 

issues.  

A related forum that is usually held at the same time is the Japan-EU ICT Strategies Workshop, where 

ICT industry representatives from the EU and Japan discuss the same issues with the afore-mentioned 

Japanese government and EU Commission representatives.38 European and Japanese ICT experts and 

researchers also meet annually at the EU-Japan Symposium on ICT Research and Innovation, funded by 

Japanese and EU authorities, to discuss more technical aspects of information and technology relevant 

to both Japan and the EU.39 This expert exchange on ICT strategies, 5G, big data, and e-health was 

further deepened at the 7th EU-Japan Symposium on ICT Research and Innovation in December 2018 

in Vienna.40 

  

                                                      
36 See also: George Christou, ‘The EU’s Approach to Cybersecurity’, in EU-Japan Security Cooperation Challenges and 

Opportunities A Project Co-Funded by the University of Essex and the Erasmus Programme of the European Union (EU-

Japan Security Cooperation Challenges and Opportunities A project co-funded by the University of Essex and the Erasmus 

Programme of the European Union, University of Essex, 2017), 1–13, http://repository.essex.ac.uk/19872/1/EU-

Japan_9_Cyber_Security_Christou_EU.pdf, p. 6. 
37 From Japan, this is the Japanese Ministry of Internal Affairs & Communications (MIC), the Ministry of Economy, Trade and 

Industry (METI), and the Personal Information Protection Commission (PPC); and from the EU side, the Directorate-General 

for Communications Networks, Content & Technology (DG CNECT).  
38Keidanren, ‘Summary of 4th Japan-EU ICT Strategies Workshop’, Keidanren, 13 December 2016, 

 http://www.keidanren.or.jp/en/policy/2016/130.html. 
39 For example, in their symposium in October 2016, at their sixth symposium, they exchanged views the G5 mobile 

technology, the IoT and big data. Both sides agreed that sharing information on respective policy agendas and innovations 

is beneficial for industries and might also lead to higher economic growth in Japan and the EU, see: European Commission, 

‘6th EU-Japan Symposium on ICT Research and Innovation’, Digital Single Market, 25 October 2016, 
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/6th-eu-japan-symposium-ict-research-and-innovation. 

40 National Institute of Information and Communications Technology (NICT) et al., ‘7th EU-Japan Symposium on ICT Research 

and Innovation’ (University of Vienna, 3 December 2018). 

http://repository.essex.ac.uk/19872/1/EU-Japan_9_Cyber_Security_Christou_EU.pdf
http://repository.essex.ac.uk/19872/1/EU-Japan_9_Cyber_Security_Christou_EU.pdf
http://www.keidanren.or.jp/en/policy/2016/130.html
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/6th-eu-japan-symposium-ict-research-and-innovation
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Figure 2 : Japan-EU-NATO Cyber Diplomacy Multi-level Analysis 

 

3.2 EU-Japan Technical Exchange 

One important EU-Japan forum focusing on privacy issues is the EUNITY Project, which was set up to 

facilitate the dialogue between Europe and Japan on cybersecurity with a particular focus on privacy 

research to promote cybersecurity activities in both regions.41 The first EUNITY workshop was in Tokyo 

in October 2017. Speakers introduced each other's cybersecurity systems and policies,42 discussed data 

privacy issues, had a CERT session, and discussed legal problems43 and current and future collaborative 

research projects. In January, the EUNITY Project held its second workshop in Brussels with Japanese 

participants from JETRO, MIC, and JPCERT/CC and their European counterparts from DG CNECT and the 

                                                      
41 See: EUnity project website at: http://www.eunity-project.eu 
42 Afonso Ferreira, ‘The Cybersecurity Policy Landscape in Europe: Legislation and Research’ (1st EUNITY Workshop, Tokyo, 12 

October 2017), http://www.eunity-project.eu/m/filer_public/b4/89/b48973db-f1f0-4af3-94c1-a35d085efae1/ferreiraoneu-

landscape-jp17-final.pdf. 
43 Hiroshi Miyashita, ‘Legal and Policy: Privacy EUNITY Project Workshop’ (1st EUNITY Workshop, Tokyo, 12 October 2017), 

http://www.eunity-project.eu/m/filer_public/ea/51/ea51a751-557d-4587-850a-700d28b03bdf/miyashita_171012eunity.pdf. 
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European Cyber Security Organisation (ECSO) to learn about their respective cybersecurity challenges 

and responses.44 

Overall, one can argue that these workshops are essential opportunities for a wide field of IT 

practitioners, lawyers, and others involved in the protection of each other's cyberspace and privacy 

issues to learn from each other. While the EU and Japan already share almost identical normative views 

on cyberspace, there are still potential differences concerning privacy. A closer cooperation on the 

ground, through workshops and research, makes both sides aware of these differences and could 

potentially lead to even closer cooperation in defence of their position on freedom of speech, the rule 

of law, and privacy. Japan's 2015 Basic Policy of Critical Information Infrastructure Protection (3rd 

edition) stresses that Japan sees information-sharing with other countries and actors as crucial for 

protecting critical information infrastructure (Critical Information Infrastructure Protection [CIIP]).45 

3.2.1 Data Privacy 

The latest step in EU-Japan cooperation is the EU-Japan data 

adequacy agreement, which was agreed in July 2018 before 

coming into force in January 2019.46 In 2017, Japan tightened its 

data protection law for the private sector, bringing it closer to 

European standards, and then further adopted rules applicable 

only to data transferred from the EU, thereby filling the remaining 

gaps. As a consequence of this agreement, the transfer of data 

between the EU and Japan will enjoy the same guarantees as those 

protected by EU law47 and include a supervision and complaint 

handling mechanism. In their joint statement after the regulation 

came into force on 23 January 2019, Haruhi Kumazawa48 and Věra 

Jourová emphasised that it created the world's largest area of safe 

data transfers.49 

When the decision was announced, Věra Jourová50 mentioned a 

central normative point that goes beyond the mere legal aspects 

of this agreement: namely, the commitment of the EU and Japan for "shared values concerning the 

protection of personal data", with the hope of this becoming a global standard for data protection.51 

The Japanese prime minister then decided to make data privacy one of the main policy objectives for 

the G20 summit in Japan in June 2019 (see section on data privacy below). 

                                                      
44 EUNITY Project, ‘2nd EUNITY Workshop’, EUNITY, 24 January 2019, http://eunity-project.eu 
45 Information Security Policy Council Japan, ‘The Basic Policy of Critical Information Infrastructure Protection (3rd Edition)’ 

(Information Security Policy Council, May 2015), http://www.nisc.go.jp/eng/pdf/actionplan_ci_eng_v3_r1.pdf. 
46 European Commission, ‘Commission Implementing Decision (EU) 2019/ of 23 January 2019 Pursuant to Regulation (EU) 

2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council on the Adequate Protection of Personal Data by Japan under the 

Act on the Protection of Personal Information’, Official Journal of the European Union, no. (EU) 2019/419 (19 March 2019): 

58. 
47 Jourová, Věra. 2019. “EU Japan Adequacy Decision.” Brussels: Directorate-General for Justice and Consumers. 
48 Commissioner of the Personal Information Protection Commission of Japan 
49 Government of Japan and European Commission, ‘Joint Statement by Haruhi Kumazawa, Commissioner of the Personal 

Information Protection Commission of Japan and Věra Jourová, Commissioner for Justice, Consumers and Gender Equality 

of the European Commission’ (Tokyo, 23 January 2019), https://www.ppc.go.jp/files/pdf/310123_pressstatement_en.pdf. 
50 Commissioner for Justice, Consumers and Gender Equality (2014-2019). 
51 Commission of the European Union, ‘The European Union and Japan Agreed to Create the World’s Largest Area of Safe Data 

Flows’, Press Release (Tokyo: Commission of the European Union, 17 July 2018), http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-18-

4501_en.htm. 
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3.3 Japan-UK 

The United Kingdom has become the closest security partner of Japan in Europe. At the UK-Japan 

summit meeting in April 2012, they termed it "A Leading Strategic Partnership for Global Prosperity and 

Security".52 The final statement released after the summit also stressed the economic significance of 

cyberspace and the importance of the free flow of information. 

Participants agreed to strengthen "bilateral consultations on issues 

related to cyberspace and cooperate internationally to take 

forward the conclusion of the London Conference on Cyberspace 

in November 2011".53 Since 2012, Japan and the UK have not only 

held annual, so-called two-plus-two summits attended by their 

respective foreign and defence ministers, but have also had 

"Japan-UK Bilateral Consultations on Cyberspace" nearly every 

year. However, publicly released information about the 2016 and 2018 UK-Japan consultations indicate 

that this discourse is mostly used to exchange information about each country's respective progress in 

cybersecurity-related policies and implemented measures, their "commitment to promoting a free, 

open, peaceful, fair, and secure cyberspace",54 and their willingness to cooperate in global Internet 

governance. One area of specific interest for the UK is regional capacity-building among ASEAN states; 

to that end, the UK and Japan co-hosted a Cyber Workshop with ASEAN in Brunei in February 2018. 

Other specific areas of cooperation identified in 2018 were IoT and the deterrence, mitigation, and 

attribution of malicious cyber activity.55 

3.4 Japan-France 

In their first two-plus-two meeting in January 2014, the French and Japanese foreign and defence 

ministers reiterated that building a safe and reliable cyberspace, governed by human rights and the rule 

of law, was in both countries' best interest. Therefore, they decided to continue the Japanese-French 

cybersecurity dialogue.56 The Japan-France Bilateral Consultations on Cybersecurity are held about once 

a year and are conducted as whole of government (WOG) meetings with representatives from all 

relevant ministries and domestic security forces. 

The main objective was to understand their policy initiatives better, and since both are soon going to 

host major sports events, they also talked about how to improve cybersecurity at the Olympic and 

Paralympic Games. For Japan in particular, the confirmation that both governments see the value of an 

"open, free, fair, and secure cyberspace and the importance of affirmation of the applicability of existing 

international law to cyberspace" was central.57 Both sides also agreed to closer diplomatic cooperation 

in G7 and G20 meetings, chaired by France and Japan respectively. Among EU countries, the French-

Japanese cyber diplomatic ties are about as deep as those between the UK and Japan. 

  

                                                      
52 The Prime Minister of Japan and his Cabinet, ‘Joint Statement by the Prime Minister of the UK and Japan: A Leading Strategic 

Partnership for Global Prosperity and Security’ (Tokyo: The Prime Minister of Japan and his Cabinet, 4 October 2012), 

https://japan.kantei.go.jp/noda/diplomatic/201204/10uk_e.html. 
53 Op. Cit. The Prime Minister of Japan and his Cabinet. 2012. 
54 Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan, ‘The 4th UK-Japan Bilateral Consultations on Cyberspace’, 16 March 2018, 

http://www.mofa.go.jp/files/000344864.pdf. 
55 Op. Cit. Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan. 16 March 2018. 

56 Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan and Ministry of Foreign Affairs of France, ‘Nipponkoku gaimu daijin oyobi bōei daijin to 

furansukyōwakoku gaimu daijin oyobi kokubō daijin to no ma no kyōdō happyō [Joint announcement between the Foreign 

Minister of Japan and the Minister of Defense and the Foreign Minister of France and the Defense Minister of Defense]’ 

(Paris, France, 9 January 2014), https://www.mofa.go.jp/mofaj/files/000023692.pdf. 
57 Op. Cit. Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan. 16 March 2018. 
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3.5 Japan-NATO 

Japan has been informally cooperating with NATO since the first administration of Shinzo Abe (2006-

7), when he became the first Japanese prime minister to give a formal speech to the NATO North Atlantic 

Council in January 2007. Abe stressed that "Japan and NATO are partners" because they share the same 

fundamental values such as freedom, democracy, human rights, and the rule of law, which is why both 

sides should cooperate more closely.58 Over the next decade, Japan and NATO gradually intensified 

their cooperation, which was initially constrained to non-traditional security issues. Today, Japan is one 

of NATO's global partners and a member the Partnership for Peace 

(PfP). In October 2017, NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg 

called NATO and Japan "natural partners" and stressed the 

importance of working together to face shared challenges, 

including those in cyberspace. At the September 2014 NATO 

Summit in Newport (UK), the final summit declaration stressed that 

"strong partnerships play a key role in addressing cyber threats 

and risks", which is why NATO wanted to "continue to engage 

actively on cyber issues with relevant partner nations on a case-by-

case basis and with other international organisations, including the 

EU" (Paragraph 73).59 

As far as cybersecurity is concerned, the most recent step was 

taken in January 2018, when Japan announced the decision to 

become a contributing member of the NATO CCD COE, a status eligible for non-NATO countries.60 This 

decision was welcomed by NATO as a "concrete step forward signalling the commitment in cyber 

defence cooperation between like-minded nations".61 

A small number of Japanese speakers and delegates participated or spoke at the yearly CyCon 

Conferences, held in Tallinn since 2009. These were valuable opportunities to learn about recent trends 

in cybersecurity and for getting a better understanding of each other's specific concerns and challenges. 

Among other things, the CCDCOE offered Japan the opportunity to participate in cybersecurity courses 

and training exercises. However, at the time of writing (January 2019), the real benefits are not yet clear. 

NATO also had an interest in extending its role in East Asia, as well as other areas, by sharing experiences 

and being a role model for best practices.62 

3.6 Japan-USA 

Japan's cyber dialogue with the United States, Japan's only full national security guarantor, has often 

been labelled the most important for Japan. This is because the countries' cooperation on cyberspace 

issues overlaps with their cooperation in so many other security areas. At their first cyber dialogue in 

                                                      
58 Shinzo Abe, ‘Japan and NATO: Toward Further Collaboration’ (North Atlantic Council, Brussels, 12 January 2007), 

http://www.mofa.go.jp/region/europe/pmv0701/nato.html. 
59 For a more extensive overview of NATO’s cyber policy, see: Jeffrey L Caton, NATO Cyberspace Capability: A Strategic and 

Operational Evolution (Carlisle, PA: Strategic Studies Institute and U.S. Army War College Press, 2016). 
60 NATO Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre of Excellence (CCDCOE), ‘Japan to Join the NATO Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre 

of Excellence in Tallinn’, CCDCOE, 12 January 2018, https://www.ccdcoe.org/japan-join-nato-cooperative-cyber-defence-

centre-excellence-tallinn. 
61 Statement by Merle Maigre, Director of the NATO Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre of Excellence. 
62 See: Adam Twardowski, ‘NATO in the Asian Century? – IAPS Dialogue: The Online Magazine of the Institute of Asia & Pacific 

Studies’, Institute of Asia and Pacific Studies (IAPS), 23 May 2017, https://iapsdialogue.org/2017/05/23/nato-in-the-asian-

century/ and Ministry of Defence of Japan, ‘Nichi-Esutonia bōei-shō kaidan (gaiyō) [Japan-Estonia Defense Ministers 

Meeting (Overview)]’, May 2018, http://www.mod.go.jp/j/approach/exchange/nikoku/docs/2018/05/06_j-

estonia_gaiyo.html; and Op.Cit. NATO Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre of Excellence (CCDCOE). 2018 
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May 2013, both sides signalled an interest in strengthening the Japan-US alliance, stating that their 

main objective was "exchanging cyber threat information, aligning international cyber policies, 

comparing national cyber strategies, cooperating on planning and efforts to protect critical 

infrastructure, and discussing the cooperation on cyber areas in national defense and security policy".63 

Closer cooperation in global cyber bodies, the development of confidence-building measures, a 

national whole-of-government approach, and multi-stakeholderism through working with private 

actors are the core instruments of this partnership. As the United States is also a central security ally of 

the vast majority of Japan's security partners, coordinating their cooperation on cyber capacity-building 

efforts in third countries is vital.  

In October 2013, the US and Japan also agreed to set up the Cyber Defense Policy Working Group 

(CDPWG) to deepen cyber policy consultation and practical cooperation between their respective 

defence ministries, making it easier to respond to serious cyber incidents. Direct MOD-MOD 

cooperation is less common for Japan.  

One challenge for both sides is Japan's 'defensive defence' policy and its constitutional constraints. The 

CDPWG aims at a better understanding of Japan's constraints and its preference for upholding 

international law. The second issue for Japan is its staff shortage in the MOD Cyber Defense Unit, which 

is a concern for the United States. The CDPWG improves information-sharing of cyber threats and 

vulnerabilities and strengthens cooperation between relevant government agencies and learning of best 

practices (whole-of-government model).64 Furthermore, the two defence ministries also set up a "Japan-

US IT Forum" for their information and communications sectors and a "Japan-US Information Assurance 

Working Group" to deepen consultations between the SDF Joint Staff and US Forces in Japan. 

The deepening of cooperation in cyberspace was even re-iterated by Prime Minister Abe and U.S. 

President Trump at their bilateral summit in Washington in February 2017. A press release after the 5th 

Japan-U.S. Cyber Dialogue in Tokyo in July 2017 once again 

stressed the importance of the shared values of "freedom, 

democracy, and human rights".65 

In their April 2019 US-Japan Security Consultative Committee (2&2 

Meeting), both sides highlighted "space, cyberspace, and the 

electromagnetic spectrum as priority areas to better prepare the 

Alliance for cross-domain operations" and agreed to enhance their 

cooperation in "deterrence and response capabilities". The most 

consequential development is the decision to extend the defence 

guarantee of Article 5 of the US-Japan Security Treaty to 

cyberattacks, even though as for any other security threat, the 

decision to invoke Article 5 would be made on a case-by-case 

basis.66 Japanese Defence Minister Iwaya stressed the significance 

from the perspective of Japanese deterrence. 

Overall, US-Japan cyber diplomacy is one of the most developed. Similar to its relations with the UK, 

Australia, and NATO, it includes several central government ministries - reflecting the WoG approach - 

but also includes a technical and information exchange between their defence forces, which regularly 

conduct joint cyberdefence exercises. 

                                                      
63 Government of Japan and Government of the United States, ‘Joint Statement Japan-U.S. Cyber Dialogue’ (Tokyo, 9 May 2013), 

www.mofa.go.jp/region/page22e_000001.html. 
64 Ministry of Defence of Japan, ‘Joint Statement of the U.S.-Japan Cyber Defense Policy Working Group’ (Tokyo: Ministry of 

Defence of Japan, 30 May 2015), http://www.mod.go.jp/j/press/news/2015/05/30a_1.pdf. 
65 Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan, ‘Joint Press Release: The Japan-U.S. Cyber Dialogue July 21, 2017’ (Tokyo: Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs of Japan, 21 July 2017), http://www.mofa.go.jp/files/000275182.pdf. 

66 Government of Japan, and Government of the United States. 2019. “Joint Statement of the Security Consultative Committee.” 

Tokyo. https://www.mofa.go.jp/mofaj/files/000470738.pdf. 
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3.7 Japan-India 

India has become one of Japan's more essential security partners over the last 10 years, a relationship 

that has been deepening since about 2016 with the growing importance of the Indo-Pacific as a security 

domain. At the 6th Japan-India Foreign Ministers' Strategic Dialogue in April 2012, both sides agreed to 

launch the "Japan-India Cyber Dialogue". The first dialogue took place in November 2012 in Tokyo and 

was attended by the Japanese cyber ambassador and officials from all relevant ministries, signalling the 

importance for Japan at that time.67 However, the next dialogue took place only five years later in August 

2017 in New Delhi and was again attended by a broad range of 

government officials, including the National Police Agency and 

JPCERT/CC. After both sides confirmed the significance of 

international norms to an "open, free, secure, stable, peaceful and 

accessible cyberspace" and the applicability of international law in 

cyberspace, the dialogues focused mostly on improving mutual 

understanding of each other's cyber policies, cyber threats and 

mitigation. The dialogues also focused on both sides' possible 

cooperation in international and regional fora such as the ARF 

Inter-Sessional Meeting on Security of and in the Use of 

Information and Communication Technologies (ARF ISM on ICTs 

Security).68 While they agreed to hold the third cyber dialogue in 

2018, it was held only in February 2019 in Tokyo. In order to learn 

from each other, they exchanged information on recent 

cyberattack incidents and their respective response, and to 

improve cyber capacities in third countries, and how to further 

deepen their bilateral cooperation.69 Given the increased significance of the Indo-Pacific in Japanese 

and Indian security thinking and the increased threat of cyberattacks, this is very likely an area that will 

receive more attention, funding, and programmes in capacity-building. 

3.8 Japan-Australia 

Japan and Australia have developed closer security ties for over a decade, and both sides consider each 

other natural security partners. Closer cybersecurity cooperation between Japan and Australia began in 

February 2015, with the first "Japan-Australia Cyber Policy Dialogue" held in Canberra. The dialogue is 

mostly aimed at learning from each other about how to improve 

the protection of their respective IT infrastructure and cybercrime. 

However, Australia is particularly significant as a partner to develop 

and strengthen international norms and the application of 

international law in cyberspace. Secondly, Australia is a core 

partner for Japan in developing confidence-building and capacity-

building measures in the ARF and the UNGGE. The second (August 

2016) and third (December 2017) Cyber Policy Dialogues further 

deepened these goals. In their Joint Statement in December 2017, 

they stressed information-sharing, regional capacity-building 

efforts, the supply chain of the Internet of Things (IoT), and 

                                                      
67 Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan, ‘The 1st Meeting of Japan-India Cyber Dialogue’, 5 November 2012, 
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enhanced cooperation to deter and respond to significant cyber incidents, and "strengthening 

cooperation in regional fora"70 as their core objectives. The 4th Cyber Policy Dialogue on March 2019 

reiterated these normative, legal, and practical objectives, and their cooperation in regional and 

multilateral forums, including the G-20, ahead of the 2019 G-20 summit in June 2019 in Osaka, Japan.  

3.9 Japan-Israel 

Historically, the diplomatic relations between Japan and Israel had not been particularly profound. 

However, Israel has developed into a cyber power with strong cyberdefence and offence capabilities. At 

a summit meeting between the Japanese and Israeli prime ministers in May 2014 in Tokyo, both sides 

agreed to deepen their cooperation in the field of cybersecurity and initiated a regular cybersecurity 

dialogue.71 The first "Dialogue on Cyber Issues Between Japan and Israel" took place in Tokyo in 

November 2014 to foster a better understanding of their defence structures and cybersecurity 

strategies, as well as norms, rules, and principles regarding cyberspace. Since the dialogue took place 

almost every year (2016, 2017, 2018), it led to more in-depth cooperation on issues from cybersecurity, 

critical infrastructure protection, and cybercrime to the strengthening of international rules and norms.72 

In November 2018, Japan and Israel signed a "Memorandum of Cooperation in the Field of 

Cybersecurity", to promote cooperation and exchange of information between companies, research 

institutes, government agencies, and other organisations in the field.73 

4 Japan’s position on key issues 

As a middle power with high dependency on international trade, 

access to foreign markets, and the free flow of goods and services, 

Japan is a strong proponent of a "free, fair and secure cyberspace" 

where "freedom of expression and economic activities of all actors 

active therein is guaranteed" and where "unlawful activities such 

as the theft of information or assets are not allowed".74 The five 

basic principles, outlined on both Japan's 2015 and 2018 

cybersecurity strategies are: (1) the assurance of the free flow of 

information; (2) the rule of law; (3) openness; (4) autonomy; and (5) 

collaboration among multi-stakeholders".75 As a result, the three 

core objectives of Japan's cyber diplomacy are: (1) the promotion 

of the rule of law in cyberspace; (2) the development of 

confidence-building measures; and (3) cooperation on capacity-

building. 
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4.1 International law 

Japan's key legal argument on cyberspace is that "existing international law, including the Charter of 

the United Nations, applies to cyberspace" and that Japan actively contributes to "discussions on the 

individual and specific applications of existing international law and the development and 

universalization of norms".76 

Japan takes this position and will proactively contribute to discussions on the individual and specific 

applications of existing international law and the development and universalisation of norms. Japan also 

promotes the universalisation of norms of behaviour for responsible states that have been apparent, to 

date, by steady implementation and practice of such norms. Japan deters any acts against such norms 

through the universalisation of such norms in the international community and the accumulation of 

relevant state practices thereof. As Japanese Foreign Minister Kono stressed in 2018, "existing 

international law should be applied" in cyberspace, which is why Japan wants to strengthen international 

rules and norms in various for a, including the United Nations.77 Japan emphasises that the promotion 

of the rule of law is important for the peace and stability of the international community and its own 

national security. 

4.2 Capacity-building 

Capacity-building is a core policy element of Japan's cybersecurity strategy78 and its cyber diplomacy.79 

Core components are (1) international cooperation in the sharing of expertise and the coordination of 

policies, (2) incident response, and (3) capacity-building. Japan encourages Japanese companies and 

other stakeholders to contribute to the security of cyberspace and 

to a security environment in other countries based on measures 

that were developed in the "Basic Strategy on Cybersecurity 

Capacity Building for Developing Countries" in 2016. 

Japan takes a more strategic view of cyber capacity-building. On 

the one hand, it uses multilateral fora such as the G-7 and G-20 

summits. One example of this was at the G-7 Ise-Shima Summit in 

May 2016, where Japan introduced the Ise-Shima Principles, which 

included the strengthening of cooperation on capacity-building. 

On the other hand, Japan considers its own security and that of its 

nationals as a core incentive to strengthen the improvement of 

cyber capacities in developing countries, as attacks on the IT 

infrastructure of trade partners in the region can adversely affect 

Japan.  

A third equally central component for Japan is to strengthen its norms of an open and free Internet, the 

rule of law in cyberspace, and sharing an understanding and awareness of confidence-building 

measures in target countries.80 
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Japan's regional focus is on ASEAN member states, where its capacity-building initiatives are promoted 

through the ASEAN-Japan Information Security Policy Meeting, the ASEAN-Japan Ministerial Policy 

Meeting on Cybersecurity Cooperation JASPER (Japan-ASEAN Security Partnership) Project, and by 

cooperating with Asian CSIRTs under the TSUBAME Project. Moreover, the "ASEAN-Japan Ministerial 

Meeting" (AMMTC+Japan) and the "Senior Officials Meeting on Transnational Crime" (SOMTC+Japan) 

are central for the dialogue among senior government officials from ASEAN countries and Japan.81 

The latest and most concrete Japanese initiative in capacity-building is the opening of the ASEAN-Japan 

Cybersecurity Capacity Building Centre (AJCCBC), which opened in Bangkok, Thailand, in September 

2018, in cooperation with the Electronic Transactions Development Agency (ETDA) of the Ministry of 

Digital Economy and Society (MDES) of Thailand. The core objective is the training of improvement of 

skills of security-related agencies in 10 ASEAN countries82 and the development of a standardised 

Incident Reporting Framework across the region and the establishment of ASEAN-CERT.  

The AJCCBC aims at training about 300 personnel a year.83 The three core courses of the centre are 

CYDER (Cyber Defense Exercise with Recurrence), which was developed and is widely used by the 

Government of Japan to improve the handling of cybersecurity incidents, courses in digital forensics, 

and malware analysis.84 

4.3 Cybercrime 

Japan had also been the victim of domestic and international instances of cybercrime, such as 

ransomware attacks. It aims at building a society in which everyone can live safely and securely and use 

cyberspace, which is why Japan wants to "further promote international partnership through 

international investigative cooperation and information sharing with international organizations, law 

enforcement agencies and security information agencies in foreign countries",85 which is one reason 

Japan had become an early signatory of the Convention on Cybercrime and mutual legal assistance 

treaties, and the International Criminal Police Organization (ICPO). The Japanese government aims at 

using "new investigative techniques" and strengthening its "digital 

forensics capabilities" to analyse  digital devices or malicious 

software in order to better predict threats. 

Combatting cybercrime is a core element of Japan cyber capacity-

building initiatives, particularly with ASEAN member states. Since 

2014, Japan holds the biannual "ASEAN-Japan Cybercrime 

Dialogue" as a part of Japan's commitment made in the 

"Convention on Cybercrime" (Budapest Convention) with ASEAN 

member states (so far held in 2014, 2017, and most recently in 

January 2019). In these meetings, Japan exchanges information on 

trends in cybercrime and lessons learned and measures how to intensify ASEAN-Japan cooperation to 

combat cybercrime.86 Japan also involved third countries, such as the UK, the USA, and Australia in these 

activities. Recent examples are a "Cyber Workshop UK and Japan with ASEAN" in February 2018 in 
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Brunei, and "US-Japan Cybersecurity Joint Training with ASEAN Member States" in September 2018 in 

Tokyo.87 

4.4 Confidence-Building Measures 

As one tool to enhance deterrence capabilities, Japan's 2018 

cybersecurity strategy sees strengthening confidence among 

states to prevent the "occurrence of unforeseen circumstances and 

deterioration of the situation caused by cyberattacks" and an 

unintentional increase of tensions. Therefore, Japan aims at 

building international communication channels, increase 

transparency, and deepening policy dialogues in bilateral and 

multilateral consultations as central components.88 As with 

capacity-building, the corresponding confidence-building 

measures are heavily focused on ASEAN and the ASEAN Regional 

Forum (ARF). In 2017 and 2018, the Cabinets Office and MOFA held 

bilateral consultations within the ARF framework to share policies 

on threat awareness and cybersecurity strategies to build trust. 

These also helped to establish an inter-sessional meeting on 

cybersecurity and the ARF expert meeting in order to improve 

predictability of responses and activities of these countries.89 

Examples are the Cabinet Office engagement in sharing 

information in the IWWN and FIRST meetings, promotion of critical infrastructure and shared incident 

response efforts and best practices in the Meridian meeting, CIP Forum, and FIRST meetings, and active 

involvement in the CERT-EEEE Symposium hosted by CERT-EE (Information Security Agency of Estonia 

[RIA]) and the NATO CCDCOE Cyber Conference CyCon in 2017.90 

4.5 Data Privacy 

After finalising the EU-Japan Data Adequacy Law in July 2018 and its implementation in January 2019, 

Abe announced at the World Economic Forum on 23 January 2019 in Davos that the upcoming G-20 

summit in Osaka should be devoted to worldwide data governance. He said the aim should be (1) 

protecting personal data and data embodying intellectual property and national security intelligence, 

and (2) to ensure the free flow of medical, industrial, traffic, and other nonpersonal, anonymous data.91 

Japan sees this as part of its "Society 5.0" initiative, where data, rather than capital, becomes the driver 

of the economy and society. 

At the G-20 summit, Prime Minister Abe formally launched the "Osaka Track", an overarching framework 

for enhanced protections for cross-border data flows. Japan's initiative for a "Data Free Flow with Trust" 

(DFFT) concept also included the idea of a set of international rules enabling the free movement of data 

across borders through standardised rules.92 After the meeting, 24 countries formally supported the 

Osaka Track concept. 
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5 Conclusion 

In the last five years, Japan has significantly extended and deepened its cyber diplomatic activities with 

over a dozen countries. In an increasing number of cases, the typically annual dialogues have led to 

closer technical and practical exchange and mutual capacity-building. Overall, Japan has become one 

of the most active cyber diplomatic actors. This paper focused on 

Japan's bilateral cooperation and identified where it deepened 

political, administrative, and technical partnerships. Japan, 

however, is equally active in Internet governance through 

multilateral settings, such as the UNGGE, WSIS, GCSC, or IGF.  

The core rationale behind Japan's activities is two-fold. On the one 

hand, it aims to further strengthen the security of its own 

information and communication infrastructure and its national 

cyber defensive capabilities through close cooperation with 

advanced and mature cyber powers as well as through capacity-

building initiatives, especially in Southeast Asia. On the other hand, 

its aim is to protect a free, open, and secure cyberspace, to defend 

and strengthen international law and Internet governance, to 

strengthen confidence-building measures, and most recently, to 

bolster data privacy. Demographically-challenged Japan sees cyberspace, information technology, 

artificial intelligence (AI), Fintech, robotics, and the IoT as core components of its vision of the 

information society - or, as Japan has begun to call it, "Society 5.0." 

As far as EU-Japan cyber diplomacy is concerned, the EU-Japan Strategic Partnership Agreement (2018) 

lists cooperation on cyber issues (Art. 36) and information society (Art. 21) as being among the fields of 

intended closer EU-Japan security cooperation. What needs to be done over the next few years is to 

flesh out how this can be implemented. The EU now needs to deepen existing channels of exchange 

and cooperation while identifying additional institutional partners 

in Japan (and in the EU), not just in government, but particularly 

among industrial, technical, and educational stakeholders. In the 

name of preserving and extending the multi-stakeholder 

approach, the greatest potential for intensifying practical 

cooperation is between security forces' cyber intelligence 

departments, including domestic defence and police. In the end, 

however, it may be more effective (read: easier and quicker to 

implement) to foster cooperation in the areas of capacity-building 

and training (e.g. on the EU side with ENISA), universities and think 

tanks (with programs such as Horizon 2020 and Horizon Europe), 

and EU CERT and Japan CERT (such as with the EUNITY project). In 

essence, EU-Japan SPA is an ideal framework for expanding and 

deepening EU involvement and its role in further developing better 

solutions for common security challenges, including cybersecurity 

and information society. 
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